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Abstract. Digitalization is a priority for innovation in the engineering sci-
ences. The digital transformation requires making the knowledge claims
from scientific research data machine-actionable, so that they can be in-
tegrated and analysed with minimal human intervention. Up until now,
the depth of digitalization is often too shallow, with annotations that are
only of use to a human reader. In addition, digital infrastructures and
their metadata standards are tedious to use: They demand too much
effort from researchers, much of which goes into metadata that con-
tribute nothing to an improved reuse of knowledge. These shortcomings
are related. Data documentation and annotation are complicated and of
little use whenever the metadata that make knowledge reusable are not
prioritized. Addressing this gap, we discuss metadata standardization
efforts targeted at documenting the knowledge status of data; we refer
to such an annotation as epistemic metadata. We propose a schema
for epistemic metadata, with a focus on knowledge and reproducibility
claims, that is designed to be user-friendly and flexible enough to apply
to a spectrum of circumstances and validity assessments. These devel-
opments are implemented as part of the PIMS-II ontology. They were
conducted in line with requirements procured through a case study on
papers and claims from molecular modelling and simulation.
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1. Introduction

The creation of Industry Commons, driven by effective data documentation prac-
tices and standards, makes it easier to produce new knowledge from existing know-
ledge. Metadata thereby become constitutive to the mode of production of know-
ledge [1,2,3].2 Much of the economic and societal benefits expected from this
transition will hinge on the possibility of deploying data-driven research and in-
novation in business- and security-critical environments and fields of work. To fa-
cilitate the reliability and trust required by such use cases, the research data must
become and remain explainable AI ready (XAIR), for which they need to be stored
and exchanged jointly with metadata that characterize their knowledge status [4].
This work is about such metadata, which we call epistemic metadata, and their
nature and use in computational engineering; it is driven by use-case considera-
tions from molecular modelling and simulation, and underlying to it, there has
been a domain-specific requirements analysis and community discussion [5,6,7].

Inappropriate data management results in dark data [8,9], which poses an in-
creasing challenge due to the overall volume of data that are being produced. Dark
data are not FAIR (findable, accessible, interoperable, reusable [10]), with many
undesirable consequences. In particular, only FAIR data can be XAIR. Where the
metadata are inadequate, incomplete, or missing [9], any knowledge that has been
obtained from the data (or might be obtained in the future by reusing the data)
is blurred, or epistemically opaque [8,11,12]. Applications of machine learning in
molecular modelling are increasingly powerful and diverse [13,14,15], but their
potential for a reliable deployment depends on XAIR data. Experimental or sim-
ulation data used for training a surrogate model need to be made available jointly
with metadata that certify their high quality (e.g., low noise). Where that cannot
be guaranteed, the “inductive risk” increases [12]: The model may be biased, and
its predictions may become quantitatively and qualitatively inaccurate.

Reproducibility is known to be one of the major challenges to open science
and the scientific process at large [16]; e.g., examining applied mathematics pa-
pers, Riedel et al. [17] find the reported results to be completely reproducible in
only four out of 108 cases, and partially reproducible in only one other case. To
advance on this challenge, reproducibility networks are being formed, for which the
RIOT principles (reproducibility, interpretability, openness, transparency [18])
were formulated as guidelines, complementing the FAIR principles. Unfortunately,
when working toward an improved reproducibility and compliance with the FAIR
principles, communities risk overshooting by formulating excessive demands on
the data provenance (i.e., origin and genesis) documentation. This is a shortcom-
ing that has also been observed in attempts at building computational engineer-
ing information systems, which led community stakeholder discussions within the
OntoCommons project to formulate the DORIC principles [19] in an effort to
make future attempts more targeted and successful: While there is no doubt that
recording the data provenance can bring some benefit to information systems,
this must be balanced against the effort required to provide these metadata.

2“Labour is tool-mediated. In case of knowledge-producing labour, these tools are formalizing
means such as sign systems” (Azeri [2], emphases added by us).
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This work starts from the basic understanding that there is an overarching
need for an improved AI-readiness and machine-actionability of data [20], particu-
larly in view of explainable AI applications, and that a key performance indicator
for meeting this need is the epistemic FAIRness of the data, i.e., to what extent
FAIR data are accompanied by FAIR epistemic metadata. It addresses this chal-
lenge as an application of formal ontology development, informed by the require-
ments for data and metadata documentation for computational engineering infor-
mation systems gathered from a multiple disciplinary case studies [5,6,7,19,21].

2. Epistemic Metadata

For a research outcome, based on or including research data δ, we can distinguish:

• The knowledge claim ϕ, i.e., something that, it is claimed, δ shows us;
• their provenance (“δ and/or ϕ come from the cognitive process κ”);
• a proposed epistemic grounding (“accept the claim ϕ by virtue of γ”);
• any validity claim(s) ψ supporting or opposing the claim ϕ.

The above are what we consider to be epistemic metadata [22]; they can be
combined with the data δ in the form of a FAIR digital object [23,24].

This conceptualization of the information to be dealt with by digital platforms
for the engineering sciences is based on ingesting claims, especially knowledge
claims, and not knowledge as such. This is done because even carefully curated
collections of engineering data are to some extent contradictory internally. More
generally, conflicting claims are part of the scientific process as such, and we do
not want to force the data infrastructure to favour one of the sides each time
that there is such a dispute. But an information system becomes inconsistent if
it holds that “(it is known to us that) a knows ϕ, while b knows ¬ϕ,” or else it
would be necessary to abandon the widespread notion that only a true belief can
be knowledge. Otherwise, “a knows ϕ” entails ϕ, and “b knows ¬ϕ” entails ¬ϕ,
yielding a contradiction. However, there is no danger to logical consistency from
holding simultaneously that “(it is known to us that) a claims to know ϕ” and
“(it is known to us that) b claims to know ¬ϕ.” We therefore prefer this.

This article is not about provenance documentation. There is no urgent need
to discuss it in depth: First, because this work aims at making research data and
scientific claims machine-actionable and AI-ready, not their provenance documen-
tation. Second, in practice, there is already an excessive focus on provenance –
more care is taken to state where the data come from as opposed to what the data
mean [22]. And even where rather comprehensive provenance documentation re-
quirements are met, such as with CHADA [25,26] or MODA [27], this in and of it-
self hardly contributes anything to making the research outcomes AI-ready [4,28].
Third, actionable workflow descriptions from the domain level in computational
engineering (e.g., AiiDA [29], more recently ModGra [30,31]) up to the general
level (e.g., represented by BPMN [32,33]) are already in place. We have discussed
provenance documentation elsewhere – at the computational engineering domain
level by OSMO [34], the ontologization of MODA, and as cognitive processes by
using the PIMS-II mid-level ontology [22,35]. These discussions continue to apply,
and the proposed solutions continue to remain viable for their respective purpose.
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3. Knowledge Claims and Validity Claims

It would be a mistake to understand knowledge as a set of propositions that
happen to correctly describe a state of affairs and otherwise are detached from
the world. Scientific knowledge is the output of scientific labour and realizes it-
self only when used in research and development practice; “there is no know-
ledge independent of the knowing activity,” as Azeri argues [2]. Our approach to
conceptualizing knowledge and validity claims is anchored in the mereosemiotics
paradigm [22,35,36] and Peircean semiotics [37]. Consequently, knowledge is ana-
lysed as something that is inherently dynamic, arising from and realizing itself in
cognitive processes as the action of signs, through the use of signs in action [38].

Within this specific framework and using the PIMS-II ontology, a typical
scenario with a knowledge claim (KC) is described and documented as follows:

Free variables:
DigitalArticulation(δ), InformationProcessing(ι), Interlocutor(a), KnowledgeClaim(ϕ),

Topical(q).

Knowledge graph pattern:
isAssertedBy(ϕ, a).
isAbout(δ, q), hasSubjectMatter(ϕ, q).
isSignIn(δ, ι), isObjectIn(q, ι), isInterpretantIn(ϕ, ι), isInterpreterIn(a, ι).

(Read: “ϕ is asserted by a, δ is about q, ϕ has the subject matter q,” etc.)

In Fig. 1 (top), this schema is visualized as a knowledge graph pattern (top right)
in combination with a Peircean semiotic triad (top left). See also Tables 1 and 2;
for more detail, cf. the PIMS-II OWL ontology TTL file.3 In the same way, the
example for validity claims (VCs) shown in Fig. 1 (bottom) can be denoted by:

Free variables:
Claim(ϕ), Cognition(κ), GoalDirectedAgent(b), Intention(t), Validation(τ),

ValidityClaim(ψ).

Knowledge graph pattern:
isAbout(ψ, ϕ), isResultOf(ϕ, κ).
isGoalFor(t, b), isRepresentamenFor(t, κ).
isAssertedBy(ψ, b), isRepresentamenFor(ψ, κ).
isSignIn(t, τ), isObjectIn(κ, τ), isInterpretantIn(ψ, τ), isInterpreterIn(b, τ).

Accordingly, a VC is a claim that has another claim as its referent; it helps estab-
lish to what degree that claim is accurate or inaccurate, to what extent it should
be trusted or distrusted. This includes reproducibility claims (RCs), cf. Section 5.

The taxonomy of claims in the PIMS-II ontology was finalized during the
first stage of our case study – cf. the first-stage report from the case study [5] for
more detail and a previous publication [22] for a concise summary of that work.

3http://www.molmod.info/semantics/pims-ii.ttl
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Table 1. Selected unary predicates (owl:Class) from the PIMS-II ontology [22,35].

concept explanation, including selected rules from the ontology

Articulation(δ) collective of concrete realizations with the same semiotic role

|= SemioticCollective(δ)

∧ ∀s (isSemioticMemberOf(s, δ) → ¬SemioticCollective(s))

e.g., two realizations (members) of the same articulation could

be two different copies of the text or string “Hello world!”

Claim(ϕ) proposition asserted by someone or held by an intelligent agent

|= Proposition(ϕ)

Cognition(κ) process within which objects are being represented by signs

DigitalArticulation(δ) collective of members that are copies of the same digital content

|= Articulation(δ)

GoalDirectedAgent(a) agent that has an internal representation of own goals [39]

|= ∃t (Intention(t) ∧ isGoalFor(t, a))

InformationProcessing(ι) cognitive step in which information is handled and/or revised

|= Semiosis(ι)

Intention(t) proposition that constitutes an aim or goal

|= Proposition(t)

Interlocutor(a) agent that can be addressed and that can address others

KnowledgeClaim(ϕ) claim about the knowledge status of something (e.g., data)

|= Claim(ϕ) ∧ ∃q (hasSubjectMatter(ϕ, q) ∧ Topical(q))

PropertyClaim(ϕ) knowledge claim concerning a property

|= KnowledgeClaim(ϕ)

Proposition(ϕ) collective of members to which the same semantics are ascribed

|= SemioticCollective(ϕ) ∧ ∃q isAbout(ϕ, q)
∧ ∀δ (isSemioticMemberOf(δ, ϕ) → Articulation(δ))

e.g., two articulations (members) of the same proposition could

be Articulation objects for “number 5 exists” and “∃x x = 5.”

ReproducibilityClaim(ψ) validity claim addressing the reproducibility of another claim

|= ValidityClaim(ψ) ∧ ∃δ isOrthodataWithin(δ, ψ)

Semiosis(σ) process of using a sign; concept introduced by Peirce [37]

|= Cognition(σ) ∧ ∃asos′ (isInterpreterIn(a, σ)
∧ isSignIn(s, σ) ∧ isObjectIn(o, σ) ∧ isInterpretantIn(s′, σ)

)

SemioticCollective(s′) collective of members partaking in a sign-object relation jointly

|= ∃s isSemioticMemberOf(s, s′)
Topical(q) subject matter, e.g., proposition with free information slots [40]

|= Proposition(q)

TopicalSum(q′) plurality of independent topicals, i.e., summands

|= ¬Proposition(q′) ∧ ∃q isTopicalSummandIn(q, q′)
Validation(τ) evaluation of a cognition, yielding a validity claim

|= ∃tκψ (
Intention(t) ∧ Cognition(κ) ∧ ValidityClaim(ψ)

∧ isSignIn(t, τ) ∧ isObjectIn(κ, τ) ∧ isInterpretantIn(ψ, τ)
)

ValidityClaim(ψ) claim that supports or opposes the validity of another claim

|= Claim(ψ) ∧ ∃ϕ (Claim(ϕ) ∧ isAbout(ψ,ϕ))
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Figure 1. Knowledge claim schema (top) and validation claim schema (bottom). Left: Peircean
semioses [37], using notation from previous work [22,35]; right: Knowledge graph patterns.

4. Research Questions

Information systems in computational engineering, specially research data infra-
structures, will increasingly need to deal not only with increasing quantities of
data and records, but also with more diverse data and records. Findability of
entries is the most basic criterion with which any effort toward compliance with
the FAIR principles ought to begin. Both human users and interoperating digital
platforms and tools will best make sense of a lookup functionality that allows
them to query, “what do you have/know about q?” This turns topicality, or “sub-
ject matter” and “aboutness” of information content, into an annotation that is
both important and fundamental. We are concerned with epistemic metadata, for
which such annotations are needed: As shown in Fig. 1, a validity claim is about
a knowledge claim, while a knowledge claim has a research question as its subject
matter. But we cannot restrict ourselves to these items only; from the level of a
single data item, over FAIR digital objects containing a series of claims as annota-
tion of data, up to whole journal articles or data publications and even collections
of publications – all will benefit from an improved findability by having a topic.
Naturally, work in foundational and applied ontology has been approaching this
semantic field from multiple angles [40,41,42,43,44]; e.g., the OBO’s information
artifact ontology (IAO) documents its relation IAO 0000136 (is about) with the
“definition source: Smith, Ceusters, Ruttenberg, 2000 years of philosophy.”4

One foundational issue is that of the relationship between aboutness and de-
signation or representation. Building upon the aforementioned 2000 years, Rut-
tenberg in the same IAO entry4 remarks that information “can be topical with-
out explicitly mentioning the topic.” This is a feature that aboutness shares with
signification and representation. In Augustine’s example, smoke signifies fire, but
the smoke does not “mention” the fire. In Peirce’s example, a sunflower represents
the sun, but it does not “mention” the sun. Here we concur: Data can be about

4http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/IAO_0000136
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Table 2. Selected binary predicates (owl:ObjectProperty) from the PIMS-II ontology [22,35].

relation explanation, including selected rules from the ontology

hasSubjectMatter(s, q) q is the unique subject matter of s

|= isAbout(s, q) ∧ (Topical(q) ∨ TopicalSum(q))

∧ ∀q′ (hasSubjectMatter(s, q′) → q = q′)
isAbout(s, q) s is about q, and might be about other things as well

|= isRepresentamenFor(s, q)

∧ (Articulation(s) ∨ Proposition(s))

isAssertedBy(ϕ, a) a affirmatively claims ϕ

|= Claim(ϕ) ∧ Interlocutor(a)

isConstitutiveOf(o, o′) o contributes causally to o′ fulfilling a certain function

isGoalFor(t, a) agent a regards t as something that is to be reached

|= Intention(t) ∧ GoalDirectedAgent(a)

isInterpretantIn(s, σ) s is the third element, the interpretant, in semiosis σ [37]

|= isParticipantInCognition(s, σ) ∧ Semiosis(σ)

isInterpreterIn(a, κ) cognitive action κ has the agent a

|= isParticipantInCognition(a, κ)

isParticipantInCognition(o, κ) cognition κ requires the physical presence of o

|= Cognition(κ)

isObjectIn(o, σ) o is the second element, the object, in semiosis σ [37]

|= Semiosis(σ)

isOrthodataWithin(δ, ψ) δ articulates something that is substantial to ψ

|= isConstitutiveOf(δ, ψ) ∧ DigitalArticulation(δ)

isRepresentamenFor(s, o) sign-object relation between representamen s and referent o

isResultOf(ϕ, κ) cognition κ has the outcome ϕ

|= isParticipantInCognition(ϕ, κ)

isSemioticMemberOf(s, s′) part-to-whole relation for a semiotic collective

|= isConstitutiveOf(s, s′) ∧ SemioticCollective(s′)
isSignIn(s, σ) s is the first element, the sign, in semiosis σ [37]

|= isParticipantInCognition(s, σ) ∧ Semiosis(σ)

isTopicalFactorIn(q, q′) q is a factor in the topical product q′

|= isConstitutiveOf(q, q′)
∧ (Topical(q) ∨ TopicalSum(q)) ∧ Topical(q′)

isTopicalSummandIn(q, q′) q is a summand in the topical sum q′

|= isSemioticMemberOf(q, q′) ∧ Topical(q) ∧ TopicalSum(q′)

something, especially a research question, without mentioning that thing.5 Indeed
we are separating data from claims because the same data can be reused over
and over to help address many different scientific problems, through a research
step classified as InformationProcessing within PIMS-II, cf. Fig. 1 (top left) and
Table 1. When a user looks for entries about these issues, these data should be
retrieved, i.e., the data should be understood as being about research questions

5Reading mention here as some sort of containment, constitutivity, or abstract parthood re-
lation expressing the inclusion of a designator of the mentioned object or at least “revolving
around it,” corresponding to the definition of about proposed by Ryle [41]. In our conceptualiza-
tion, data can become about some phenomenon once some researcher has used them to analyse
that phenomenon; this goes substantially beyond what Ryle would have admitted as aboutness.
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without having mentioned or contained these questions beforehand. If we accept
this, it follows that a single data item can be about many different things at once;
isAbout is not an owl:FunctionalProperty. We reserve hasSubjectMatter (cf. Table 2)
for the use case where, following Yablo, the topical object is identified uniquely,
i.e., “as the subject matter of sentence S – the one it is exactly about” [43, p. 44].

Yablo proposes to think of a sentence’s subject matter m in terms of “an
equivalence relation on logical space: Worlds are equivalent, or cell-mates, just in
case they are indiscernible where that subject matter is concerned. If m is the
number of stars, ≡m is the relation one world bears to another just if they have
equally many stars” [43, p. 26]. This looks practical in the context of knowledge-
graph based technologies: If the subject matter of a knowledge claim is given by
the question that it answers, it might be expressed in SPARQL, as a graph pattern
using wildcards, in a technical implementation. The remaining challenge consists
in progressing from topics of data items and claims with little internal structure,
along the lines of Yablo’s “how many stars are there?,” to a topic annotation that
would adequately describe any of the more heterogeneous sorts of records that
we must prepare to manage on a research data infrastructure. Barton et al. [40]
call a wildcard an information slot, and an admissible valuation an information
filler. These information entities can be combined into a hierarchical structure by
which, e.g., it is the definition of the second level that “a 2nd-level slot of s is a
slot of a slot of s that is not a slot of a slot of a slot of s” [40, Section 5.2].

Like Barton et al.’s, the way of combining partial topics into a whole pro-
posed in the present work is also capable of forming hierarchical structures; its
implementation is less complicated, or at least it appears so to us, and is designed
to integrate itself into the system of semiotic collectives from PIMS-II. It is based
on two kinds of operations: First, a weak association of topical entities into a
TopicalSum collective, carried out by using the relation isTopicalSummandIn. Sec-
ond, a strong association, forming a TopicalProduct (subclass of Topical). The
part-to-whole relation for the product is given by “isTopicalFactorIn,” cf. Table 2,

q = q1 + q2 + . . .+ qn ⇐⇒ (isTopicalSummandIn(s, q) ↔ s ∈ {q1, . . . , qn}) ,
q = q1q2 · · · qn ⇐⇒ (isTopicalFactorIn(s, q) ↔ s ∈ {q1, . . . , qn}) ,

While the concept TopicalProduct is subsumed under Topical, the concept Topi-
calSum is disjoint with Topical, cf. Table 1.

The topical product is meant for combining closely related subtopics when
there is a non-trivial correlation or interaction; the topical sum is meant for
collating subtopics that just stand beside each other [6, therein, Section 1.4].

5. Reproducibility Claims

Research that attempts to reproduce others’ work will, if it is published, typically
result in a passage or remark in a journal article that reports on the success of
that attempt explicitly. Thereby, the original research outcome is corroborated or
contradicted. However, reproducibility claims can be either explicit or implicit,
in line e.g. with Grice’s distinction between what is said and what is implicated.
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In particular, it is not common practice today to make any explicit claims
about the expected reproducibility of the own research outcomes, i.e., those re-
ported in the work itself. But does this really mean that research articles do not
convey an understanding that their own outcomes should be reproducible? If that
was the case, a refutation of research outcomes would not affect the standing of
the paper reporting them. After all, the scenario at face value then looks like this:

1. Paper 1 reports that researcher a did κ and found ϕ.
2. Paper 2 reports that to assess Paper 1, researcher b did something rather

similar to κ, from which they found something rather different from ϕ.
3. Nobody disputes that “a did κ and found ϕ.” Therefore, the claim made

by b in Paper 2 has no bearing whatsoever on a’s claim from Paper 1.

From practice we know that this scenario cannot be taken at face value. The
opposite holds: By publishing a scientific article, its authors do claim that the
results they report are reproducible, they are just not making it explicit. Within
a pragmatics framework, we may here be dealing with a case of conventional
implicature in line with Grice’s analysis of the word “therefore” [45, p. 25f.].
In a scientific context, “we obtained data δ, therefore we know ϕ,” or a more
elaborate passage to that effect, implicates that the step of concluding ϕ from δ is
legitimate according to established disciplinary good practice. For simulation or
experimental data, it thereby almost always implicates compliance with a basic
reproducibility expectation. If they could be made explicit and documented, these
reproducibility claims that a work makes about its own outcomes could have an
important role to play in information systems for open science. As the scenario
above shows, what a reproduction attempt strictly speaking really does is not to
corroborate or to contradict the original knowledge claim; instead, it supports or
opposes the original reproducibility claim. But as of now, following usual practice,
this means that it supports or opposes a claim that was never made explicit and
is only imputed to the original work. It is not AI-ready or machine-actionable.

Not only are the original reproducibility claims established by implicature;
further complicating the issue, the extent of such claims is not agreed upon, but
based on unspoken rules. Consider another possible mechanism, conversational
implicature: If the researchers did not believe their results to be sufficiently re-
producible, it would have been inappropriate6 to submit them for publication
as a journal article to begin with. A paper was submitted to an engineering or
physics journal, however. It follows that a claim for the results to be ordinarily re-
producible is implicated. But what does “ordinarily reproducible” mean exactly?
Since by the very nature of implicature it is not usually spoken about, different
people in the field have different expectations. The original authors could even
recede to the position “we just described what we did and what we saw happen-
ing, no more, no less.” This opacity of reproducibility claims becomes a barrier
once we need to make them machine-actionable [20] to support the validation of
research outcomes through base services on an open science information system.

6That is, it would violate Grice’s conversational maxim of “Quality. I expect your contribu-
tions to be genuine and not spurious. If I need sugar, [. . . ] I dot not expect you to hand me
salt; if I need a spoon, I do not expect a trick spoon made of rubber” [45, p. 28]. When we need
research outcomes, we do not expect ‘trick research outcomes’ made of irreproducible claims.
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But why is it that researchers do not write down any reproducibility expec-
tations for their own results? After all, reproducibility expectations about own
research outcomes are made explicit in works about reproducibility [16,46], so in
principle, it would be possible to do it regularly. Plausible explanations include:

1. It is taken for granted that the results are ordinarily reproducible, as usual.
2. The authors do not want to attract any attention to the issue of repro-

ducibility. They do not know how reproducible their results are, and they
are content with deceiving the community into just assuming they are.

3. A statement on how the outcome could/should be reproduced is seen as
superfluous. After all, it has already been stated how the original work
was done in the first place – just do it again. It is seen as other people’s
job to figure out what parts of the described research process are essential
(orthodata, in our terminology) and which are circumstantial (paradata).

4. They have little practice in documenting or writing about reproducibil-
ity, and there are no clear community rules and conventions, other than
unwritten rules that are not even really agreed upon by all in the field.

The first three explanations do not provide a good excuse, they are rather indica-
tive of careless or egoistic behaviour – scientific communities can justifiably take
action against them: No. 1 does not work, since there is so little agreement on
the ordinary level of reproducibility that we cannot just take its understanding
for granted; researchers may be unaware of this, but institutions, organizations,
projects, and bottom-up initiatives are already raising that awareness [18] and
will need to continue to do so. No. 2 can be overcome culturally, in the same
way as numerical values without error bars are seen as incomplete data points
today, whereas they used to be acceptable in the past; journals and data infra-

Figure 2. Modal square of opposition for RCs. Therein, ϕ′′ are the outcome orthodata (part of
the outcome that is covered by the reproducibility claim), and κ′′ are the provenance orthodata
(part of the provenance documentation that a reproduction attempt needs to conform with).
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structures can impose this legitimately as a requirement. No. 3 is laziness; the

original researchers know their own process best. They should say what part of

their described procedures others will need to keep as they were (orthodata), as

opposed to information that they were providing more as a side note (paradata).

No. 4 is a valid point, on the other hand. Researchers experience little as-

sistance toward an interoperable documentation of their own reproducibility ex-

pectations with regard to outcomes of their own work, and there has been no

metadata standard supporting such an interoperable documentation, until now.

PIMS-II introduces such a metadata standard, for which this work also proposes a

formal notation in terms of dedicated modal operators, cf. Fig. 2. However, while

the gap mentioned above is genuine, there is no shortage of literature on repro-

ducibility and conceptualizations of reproducibility as such. Leonelli [47] distin-

guishes five kinds of reproducibility studies (computational, direct, scoping, ex-

pertise, and observation) plus the related sixth category of “irreproducible obser-

vation.” Fineberg et al. [48] define computational reproducibility as obtaining re-

sults that are in line with previous results while retaining some of the provenance

information (input data, computational steps, methods, code, and conditions)

identically; replicability is defined as getting consistent results with other than

the original data and with similar methods. Such reproducibility and replicability

definitions are reviewed by Plesser [49]. Beside showing that there is a substan-

tial semantic heterogeneity between and even within disciplines, as it should be

expected, Plesser [49] also points to the particularly promising approach toward

an analytical formalization proposed by Patil et al. [50]. Their work introduces a

highly expressive notation based on conditional probabilities. Most of the time,

however, RCs do not involve any such detailed probability statements, and a less

expressive, but more accessible and tractable framework could be appropriate.

We reduce Patil et al.’s idea from conditional probabilities to conditional

modal operators, which is roughly equivalent to only allowing the conditional

probabilities p = 0, p > 0, p < 1, and p = 1. The notation in Fig. 2 is also inspired

by conditional probabilities, where the probability of A given B is denoted by

p(A | B). Accordingly, we write �(ϕ′′ | κ′′) for the necessity of ϕ′′ given κ′′, and
so on for the square’s other three corners. Applied to RCs, the right-hand side

or antecedent κ′′ is a partial documentation of the research process, while the

left-hand side or consequence ϕ′′ is a partial documentation of its outcome.

A positive reproducibility claim ψ, asserting the reproducibility of ϕ (obtained

from κ), takes the form ψ ≡ �(ϕ′′ | κ′′) with orthodata ϕ′′ and κ′′ such that

ϕ |=ϕ′′ and κ |=κ′′. The corresponding negative RC, asserted when an attempt at

reproducing the outcome has failed, is ♦(¬ϕ′′ | κ′′) ≡ ¬�(ϕ′′ | κ′′) ≡ ¬ψ.

6. Evaluation

A requirement that many ontologies struggle to meet is that semantic artefacts

for FAIR data must also be FAIR themselves [51]. The PIMS-II ontology was

evaluated for FAIRness using the FOOPS! validator [52]. It was scored at 81%
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compliance,7 with 6/9 points from the category “findable,” 2/3 from “accessible,”
3/3 from “interoperable,” and 8 1

3/9 from “reusable.” This is a higher score than
that of the good-practice example included in FOOPS! itself as an orientation
(https://w3id.org/example), which is scored as having 78% FAIR compliance.

Similarly, for the technical side of the implementation, PIMS-II was evaluated
using OOPS! [53], with good results: Three out of 41 pitfalls are highlighted as re-
levant (P11, P13, P36), but none of them as critical;8 upon inspection these three
are found to refer to legitimate design choices. Additionally, the case study [5,6],
which will be carried further, is our means of continuously evaluating whether
PIMS-II meets the metadata documentation needs for epistemic metadata.

7. Conclusion

By providing FAIR data and epistemic metadata, the knowledge status of data
becomes both actionable to human users and machine-actionable to digital in-
formation systems. Research data management and the development of seman-
tic artefacts for such platforms therefore requires a focus on capturing epistemic
metadata: It should be made as easy as possible to provide an epistemic charac-
terization. Further work in this direction will be done within the Mathematical
Research Data Initiative (MaRDI) [54,55], one of the consortia of the German
national research data infrastructure (NFDI). This will include building a know-
ledge graph of mathematical models that will make it possible for researchers from
computational engineering to document their basic epistemic modelling decisions.

In addition to the co-development with the Metadata4Ing ontology [56] re-
alized for documenting property claims [6, Section 1.2], it could be of interest
to connect the VC documentation to other semantic artefacts; in particular, to
the Citation Typing Ontology (CiTO) [57,58] and the VIMMP Validation Onto-
logy (VIVO) [59]. The “enriched cited references,” which are work in progress by
Clarivate within the ISI Web of Knowledge, might also develop in this direction.

Before all else, it must be digitalized what the data mean, or what the data
are taken to mean, i.e., what knowledge claims have been formulated. As regards
provenance, we recommend a clear focus on a documentation that is relevant
epistemically, keeping it both useful and brief. In DataverseNO,9 e.g., “all obser-
vations and variables relevant for a replication of the study” are requested, but
complicated diagrams such as MODA, CHADA, or ModGra are not required, nor
are any excessive accounts of the provenance; the same holds for DaRUS [60]. In
this way, the uptake of epistemic FAIRness will improve, so that more research
data can become XAIR [4]. This is a prerequisite for arranging computational
engineering information systems into an open ecosystem for interoperable and
explainable data-driven tools and services [3,7], creating conditions that permit
the reuse of domain-specific “knowledge as the mode of its own production” [1].

7To reproduce this, enter http://www.molmod.info/semantics/pims-ii.ttl on the FOOPS!
validator front end at https://foops.linkeddata.es/FAIR_validator.html [52].

8Reproduce this by entering http://www.molmod.info/semantics/pims-ii.ttl on the
OOPS! front end site at https://oops.linkeddata.es/ [53].

9https://dataverse.no/.
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